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Power dependence of transient degenerate four-wave mixing in molecular systems

A. Pakhomov,1 Chung-Jen Wu,2 Yit-Tsong Chen,1,2,* and S. H. Lin1,2
1Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences, Academia Sinica, P.O. Box 23-166, Taipei 106, Taiwan, Republic of China

2Department of Chemistry, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106, Taiwan, Republic of China
~Received 3 September 1996!

The object of this study is to quantitatively elucidate the laser-power dependence in transient degenerate
four-wave mixing~DFWM! with an emphasis on the high laser-pump intensity region. We discuss our inves-
tigation on the power dependence of transient DFWM by taking gas-phase iodine (I2) molecules as a testing
example. The distinct physical feature is that in the high-power laser pump, where both laser-pulse duration
and the inverse of pump rate are much shorter than the molecular population relaxation time, the steady-state
DFWM theory of Abrams and Lind@Optical Phase Conjugation, edited by R. A. Fisher~Academic, New
York, 1983!, Chap. 8, pp. 211–284; Opt. Lett.2, 94 ~1978!; 3, 205 ~1978!# is not appropriate. The prediction
by the steady-state theory has shown the DFWM to decrease with increasing laser-pump intensity as a function
of 1/I laser, which disagrees with thesaturationbehavior observed in the experiment. To elucidate the depen-
dence of DFWM on the laser pump intensity, a non-steady-state extension of the nonperturbative theory of
Abrams and Lind is required. The non-steady-state theoretical result will be shown to be in good agreement
with the experimental power dependence at resonance transient DFWM especially in the high-power pump
region.@S1050-2947~97!08703-9#

PACS number~s!: 42.65.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The degenerate four-wave mixing~DFWM! technique has
been widely used in atomic, molecular, and solid-state sp
troscopy @1–3#. It has been demonstrated by a number
authors that the implementation of various kinds of DFW
results in the striking improvement in spectral resolution a
signal-to-noise ratio@4–17#. To date, the DFWM technique
has been applied in many areas, such as coherent ima
transient grating spectroscopy, and stimulated emiss
pumping spectroscopy. In recent years, DFWM has furt
emerged as a powerful optical diagnostic tool for the det
tion of trace species in combustion environment@4#. The
technique involves the interaction of three input laser bea
with a medium to produce a coherent, directional, and sp
trally bright signal beam via an induced nonlinear polariz
tion associated with the third-order susceptibilityx (3) ~as
shown in Fig. 1!.

The DFWM signal can be described as a Bragg diffr
tion of one of the three incoming laser beams by the gra
created by the other two interfering beams in the nonlin
medium. The word ‘‘degenerate’’ denotes the same f
quency for all of the three input laser beams and the
fracted signal radiation. In a resonant condition between
incoming laser beams and the nonlinear medium, a pop
tion grating that corresponds to a periodic spatial distribut
of the excited-state population in the medium is created.
high collimation of the phase-conjugated DFWM signal p
mits interfering-radiation rejection, temporal and spatial s
sitivity, and remote probing, which result in a uniqu
background-free spectroscopic merit. The phase matc
has also made it possible for the spectral resolution
DFWM to be sub-Doppler@18#.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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The existing experimental and theoretical works
DFWM are so far mostly concerned witheither the ‘‘steady-
state’’ regime where the laser-pulse duration is longer th
the electronic relaxation time of the medium, or the ‘‘sho
pulse’’ case where the pulse duration is too short to crea
substantial change in the population of electronic state.
theoretical treatments of DFWM can be categorized into p
turbative and nonperturbative models. In the perturbative
proach, the DFWM amplitude is calculated from the iterati
solution of Liouville equation with a density-matrix metho
@5,19–22#. This approach proved to be very important
understanding the dependence of the DFWM signal on m
lecular electronic, vibrational, and rotational quantum nu
bers, the effect of atomic or molecular motion an
degenerate-level coherence. It fails, however, in the case
high-power laser pump, where the strong saturation
molecular-excited electronic states becomes essentia
nonperturbative theoretical treatment is required for this c
of the high-power laser pump. The most successful nonp
turbative approach is the steady-state two-level saturated
sorber model derived by Abrams and Lind@1,23,24#. To
date, the model has been shown to be in broad agreem
with a large number of experimental data.

In the experiments with high-power pulsed lasers, wh
the pulse duration is too short to establish a steady-state
dition, a nonperturbativenon-steady-statetheoretical ap-
proach is needed. In a previous publication@25#, we applied

FIG. 1. Diagram of degenerate four-wave mixing.Ef andEb,
pumps;Ep , probe;Es , signal.
3086 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 3087POWER DEPENDENCE OF TRANSIENT DEGENERATE . . .
a nonperturbative non-steady-state theory to treat the non
tionary evolution of the excited-state population in transi
DFWM, where the optical pump rate is comparable to
faster than the excited-state decay rate. The object of
study is to elucidate quantitatively the laser-power dep
dence in transient DFWM with an emphasis on the h
pump intensity region. We will discuss our investigation
transient DFWM by taking gas-phase iodine (I2) molecules
as a testing example. It will be shown that in high-pow
laser pump region, where both laser-pulse duration and
inverse of pump rate are much shorter than the molec
population relaxation time, thesteady-stateDFWM theory of
Abrams and Lind is not adequate.

In Sec. II of this paper, experimental details are describ
In the experiment, we have measured the dependenc
DFWM intensities of I2 ~represented as IDFWM in the follow-
ing! on the interacting laser-pulse energy. A nonperturba
non-steady-state theory of DFWM derived with a densi
matrix method is briefly described in Sec. III. Compariso
between the experimental and theoretical~including the
steady-state and non-steady-state! results are discussed i
Sec. IV. Concluding remarks about the nonperturbative n
steady-state theory of this work as compared to other th
retical treatments are presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The apparatus used in the present experiment for DFW
spectroscopy of I2 is depicted in Fig. 2, and is identical to th
one previously described@25#. A tunable dye laser~Lambda-
Physik, Model LPD3002! with ;0.04-cm21 spectral resolu-
tion, ;18-ns pulse width and 10-Hz repetition rate, pump
by a pulsed excimer laser~Lambda-Physik, Model
LPX205i!, was employed in the experiment. The output
the dye laser was beam split into twopumps~labeledEf
andEb in Fig. 2! and aprobe (Ep) with an energy ratio of
10:10:1 or 7:6:3 in two separate measurements. The p
laser beams were counterpropagating, and the probe
beam was aligned at a very small crossing angle (u;0.5°)
against the pump beams. The pump and probe beams

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. BOXCAR, gated integrator a
boxcar averager; BS, beam splitter;C, I2 sample cell; CR, chart
recorder;H, pinhole; L, lens;M , mirror; OSC, oscilloscope;P,
linear polarizer; PC, personal computer; PD, photodiode; PM
photomultiplier tube.
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adjusted to be time coincident in the sample cell. The thr
laser beams were thus collimated to a size of;3 mm in
diameter, and polarized parallel to each other in present e
periment.

The phase-conjugatedsignal beam (Es in Fig. 2!, dif-
fracted from the nonlinear medium, was singled out partial
by a beam splitter~BS4! and traveled;6 m before striking a
short focal lens (f550 mm) that focused the beam through
pinhole (50mm in diameter!. With spatial filtering by the
pinhole, scattered light was sufficiently eliminated. Th
DFWM signal was finally detected by a photomultiplier tub
~Hamamatsu, Model 1P28!, and processed in a gated integra
tor and boxcar averager~Stanford, Model SR250!.

In the DFWM experiment, a temperature-controlle
sample cell was designed to adjust the vapor pressure of2.
The sample cell~20 mm in diameter and 30 cm long!, filled
with solid iodine and its equilibrium vapor pressure, wa
covered with a water jacket, where an aqueous solution
ethyleneglycol~the volume ratio is 1:1! was circulated. The
temperature of the aqueous solution was maintained at 0
throughout the measurements, controlled by a refrigerat
circulating bath~Neslab, Model RBC-3!. The corresponding
I2 vapor pressure is;30 m Torr at 0 °C. The temperature of
the aqueous solution was read from a temperature pro
~Keithley, Model 1301!.

To calibrate the transition frequency and to select a sing
rovibronic transition of I2 for the measurement of power de-
pendence in DFWM, a linear absorption spectrum of I2 was
taken simultaneously in our experiment. The absorptio
spectrum of I2 was measured with an optical path o
;30 cm, as shown in the dashed panel in Fig. 2. The o
served DFWM and linear absorption spectra of I2 are shown
in Fig. 3. The wave number in the I2 spectrum was calibrated
with an I2 atlas@26#. The rotational and vibrational quantum
numbers for the rovibrational transitions in
I2 B̃

3P0
u
1←X̃ 1Sg

1 were followed from the spectral assign-

ment by Simmons and Hougen@27#.

,

FIG. 3. Observed DFWM spectrum of I2 with a pressure of
;30 m Torr and a laser spectral resolution of;0.04 cm21. The
upper trace represents a direct absorption spectrum and the low
DFWM. The average half-widths at half maximum are
DnHWHM;0.10 cm21 andDnHWHM;0.07 cm21 for the upper and
the lower spectra, respectively.
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3088 55PAKHOMOV, WU, CHEN, AND LIN
In the experiment, we tuned the laser in resonance w
the single rovibronic transition (n5188 99.84 cm21) of
I2 P(61) B̃

3P0
u
1(v8534)←X̃ 1Sg

1(v950) to determine

the dependence of DFWM on the interacting laser-pulse
ergy. The laser energy from the pulsed dye laser was m
sured with a joule meter~Lambda-Physik, Model LPA 100!.

III. THEORY

The conventional DFWM theory developed by Abram
and Lind is based on the steady-state solution of two-le
density-matrix equations@1,23,24#. In the DFWM experi-
ments with short pulsed lasers and long molecular relaxa
time, it is desirable to take into account the non-steady-s
effect. In order to compare our non-steady-state result w
the steady-state prediction obtained from the Abrams-L
model, we restricted our approach to a two-level system
well in this study. The theoretical treatment of DFWM in
volving the magnetic sub-levels of molecular rovibron
quantum states is described in our previous work@25#. We
will demonstrate the difference between Abrams and Lin
steady-state and our non-steady-state results in the p
dependence especially for the high-power laser-pump reg

We consider a system interacting with the three laser
diation fields. The Liouville equation of the system is giv
by

]r̂

]t
52 i L̂ 0r̂2 i L̂ 8~ t !r̂2Ĝr̂, ~1!

wherer̂, L̂0, L̂8, andĜ represent the density matrix, zerot
order Liouville operator, interacting Liouville operator, an
damping operator, respectively@28#. Notice that~see Fig. 1!
the interacting Hamiltonian is

V~ t !52 (
i5 f ,b,p

m•Ei~ t ! ~2!

and

Ei~ t !5 1
2 @Ei~v!eivt1c.c.#, ~3!

wherem is the dipole operator for the nonlinear medium, a
Ei are the electric fields of the interacting laser beams. T
subscriptsf , b, and p represent forward pump, backwar
pump, and probe laser beams, respectively. In the follow
we will consider the case that the linear polarizations of
incoming beams are parallel to each other in accord with
present experimental condition. For a two-level model with
the rotating-wave approximation, we have

]Dr

]t
52

i

\
$@m12•E~v!#* r122@m12•E~v!#r21%

2
Dr2Dr0

T
, ~4!

]r12
]t

52~G1 id!r122
i @m12•E~v!#

2\
Dr, ~5!

and
th

n-
a-

el

n
te
th
d
s

s
er
n.
-

e

g,
ll
e

r125r21* . ~6!

We denote byDr5r112r22 the population difference be
tween the ground~represented by 1! and excited~2! states of
the nonlinear gas-phase medium, byDr05Dr(t50) the
equilibrium population difference, byd5v2v21 (v21 is the
transition frequency! the detuning from the resonance fr
quency, and byG andT the molecular total dephasing ra
and longitudinal relaxation time, respectively. Similar to th
treated by Sargent, Scully, and Lamb@29#, we consider laser
frequency fluctuations as an additional contribution to
dephasing rate beside the collision-induced dephasing
molecules. This approach is also consistent with thephase
diffusion modelof Georges@30# and Andersonet al. @31# in
describing broadband lasers. For simplicity of comparis
the effect of translational motion of molecules has been
nored but can easily be included@25#.

As treated by Abrams and Lind@1,23,24#, we regard the
probing fieldEp(v) as a perturbation, i.e., we set

E~0!~v!5Ef~v!1Eb~v! ~7!

and

E~1!~v!5Ep~v!. ~8!

The solution for the system can be significantly simplified
taking into account the characteristic values of the syst
First, the laser linewidth in the present experiment
Dn laser;0.04 cm21, which is larger than the Doppler broad
ening of;0.01 cm21. The molecular-velocity dependenc
therefore can be neglected.Second, in an application of the
phase-diffusion model, the dephasing time estimated fr
the laser linewidth,td5(G laser)

21'(pDn laser)
21;0.2 ns, is

much shorter than the laser-pulse duration oft518 ns. Be-
ing interested in a time scale larger thantd , we can replace
Eq. ~5! by a ‘‘coarse-grain’’ relation, and obtain the solutio
to the zeroth order of the probe field,

r12
~0!~v!52

im12E
~0!~v!

2\~G1 id!
Dr~0!. ~9!

Substituting this relation into Eq.~4! yields an equation for
the evolution of the population grating,

]Dr~0!

]t
52WDr~0!2

Dr~0!2Dr0
T

, ~10!

where

W~v!5
G

\2~G21d2!
um12•E

~0!u2 ~11!

is the pumping rate. Solving Eq.~10! yields

Dr~0!5
Dr0

11WTF11WT expH 2tSW1
1

TD J G . ~12!

Similarly, the equations to the first order of the probe fie
are
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r12
~1!~v!52

i

2\~G1 id!
@m12•E

~0!~v!Dr~1!

1m12•E
~1!~v!Dr~0!# ~13!

and

]Dr~1!

]t
52SW1

1

TDDr~1!2
Dr~0!G

\2~G21d2!
$~m12•E

~0!!*

3~m12•E
~1!!1~m12•E

~1!!* ~m12•E
~0!!% . ~14!

Substituting the solution of Eq.~14! into Eq. ~13! and calcu-
lating the nonlinear susceptibility

P5Tr~mr̂ !5m12r12
~1!1c.c., ~15!

we obtain the contribution of phase-conjugated DFWM
the polarization,

Ppc~r ,t !5K ~v!AfAbAp* e
2 ivt1 ikprR~ t !. ~16!

In Eq. ~16!, Ai( i5 f , b, andp) are the complex amplitude
of electromagnetic wave represented as

Ei5eAie
2 iki r, ~17!

with e being the unit polarization vector,

K ~v!5 im12~m12•e!
2~m12•e!*

GTDr0
2\3~G21d2!~G1 id!

,

~18!

and

R~ t !5

12 exp H 2tSW1
1

TD J
~11WT!2

1

Wt expH 2tSW1
1

TD J
11WT

.

~19!

It is very important to note thatwe recover the steady-stat
result of Abrams and Lind@1,23,24# by letting t→`.

For optically thin media under the slow-varying amp
tude approximation, the amplitude of the phase-conjuga
DFWM signal is equal to

As5
2p iv

c
LuK ~v!uAfAbAp*R~ t !, ~20!

whereL is the interaction length between the lasers and
nonlinear medium. The observed DFWM signal is to be ti
averaged for the square of this amplitude,

SDFWM;E
0

t

uAsu2dt;I 3E
0

t

uR~ t !u2dt, ~21!

whereI 3 is the total input beam intensity~i.e., including the
Ef , Eb , andEp beams!, and t is the laser-pulse duration
For the high-power pump experimental condition

t

T S I pumpI sat
D 2@1, ~22!

where
d

e
e

I pump5
c

8p
uE~0!u2 ~23!

is the pump intensity and

I sat5
c\2G

8pm12
2 T

~24!

is the saturation intensity, the contribution from the first te
~steady state! of Eq. ~19! to the integral in Eq.~21! is small
comparing with that from the second one~‘‘spike’’ ! of Eq.
~19!. The resulting expression for the DFWM signal can th
be reduced to

SDFWM'I 3E
0

t

t2 expH 2
2I pumpt

I satT
J dt}E

0

h/h0
x2e22xdx,

~25!

whereh5I pumpt is the total pump pulse energy per unit are
and

h05I satT5
c\2G

8pm12
2 . ~26!

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental measurements for the dependenc
the DFWM signal intensity (IDFWM) on interacting laser-
pulse energy are plotted in Fig. 4, where the abscissa re
sents the laser-pulse energy of the forward pump beam.
energy ratios for the forward, backward, and probe bea
are 10:10:1 and 7:6:3, respectively, in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. As
shown in the figures, IDFWM becomes saturated as the las
energy increases. When the forward pulse energy is bey
;100mJ, the observed DFWM does not grow pronounce
any longer.

To explain the saturation of DFWM in the present expe
mentqualitatively, we note that the last integral in Eq.~25! is
convergent and monotonically reaches an upper limit, wh
reveals the saturation behavior of IDFWM in the high-power
laser-pump region. For aquantitativecomparison between
the non-steady-state theoretical and experimental results
need to perform some numerical calculations. The depha
rate, according to the laser linewidth ofDn laser
;0.04 cm21, corresponds toG'pDn laser;43109 s21. The
collisional dephasing rate of theI 2 molecules is about
106 s21 estimated from Ref.@32# for the present experimen
tal condition. The longitudinal relaxation time o
I 2 B̃

3P0
u
1, ;1ms, is much longer than the laser-pulse d

ration of 18 ns. The rovibronic transition moment was c
culated from the relation

m25
1

3

J9

2J911
z^v9uv8& z2me

2 , ~27!

whereJ9 is the rotational quantum number of the lower sta
in the transition, z^v9uv8& z2 is the Franck-Condon factor
and me is the electronic transition dipole moment. Usin
the experimental data of Refs.@32–34#, we estimated
the square of electronic matrix elementme

2'0.9 D2 and
the Franck-Condon factorz^v950uv8534& z2'0.03 for
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3090 55PAKHOMOV, WU, CHEN, AND LIN
I 2B̃
3P0

u
1(v8534)←X̃ 1Sg

1(v950). For the rovibronic

transition moment of I2 P(61) B̃
3P0

u
1(v8534)

←X̃ 1Sg
1(v950), we obtainm2'0.004 D2.

In the calculation, we computed the power dependenc
the DFWM signal intensity using the above parameters
Eqs. ~16!–~26!. The comparison between the non-stead
state theoretical~solid line! and experimental~solid circle!
results is shown in Fig. 4. The agreement between the th
retical and experimental values can be regarded as fa
good, noting especially that we have assumed the 10
overlap of all incoming laser beams in the calculation.
correction to this assumption should lead to the decremen
the effective pump rate, and therefore to slower rising of
theoretical curve in the low laser-pump energy region. Ot
corrections, such as the effect of grating washout by mole
lar motion and the involvement of the magnetic sublevels

FIG. 4. Dependence of the DFWM signal on the interact
laser-pulse energy:d, experimental data; —, theoretical result fro
this work; and - - -, theoretical result of Abrams and Lind. T
vapor pressure of I2 molecules was maintained at;30 m Torr
throughout the measurements. The experiments were ca
out with a laser spectral resolution of;0.04 cm21. The laser
was tuned in resonance with the single rovibron
transition (n5188 99.84 cm21) of I2 P (61) B̃ 3P0

u
1(v8534)

←X̃ 1Sg
1(v950). The abscissa represents the energy of the

ward pump beam (Ef). The energy ratio for the forward pump
backward pump, and probe laser beams has been maintaine
~a! 10:10:1 and~b! 7:6:3, respectively, in the two separate measu
ments.
of
d
-

o-
ly
%

of
e
r
u-
n

addition to the simple two-level model, could also impro
the deviation in the low-power pump region between t
non-steady-state theory and experimental results.

The theoretical DFWM curves~dashed line! predicted
from the Abrams-Lind model are also presented in Fig. 4
comparison. The inadequacy of the Abrams-Lind theory
the present experimental DFWM conditions is apparen
seen. In low-power pump region, the Abrams-Lind’s resul
close to the cubic dependence of laser energy predicted f
the perturbative theory. In the high-power pump region, b
perturbative theory and Abrams-Lind model deviate se
ously from the experimental measurements.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The basic feature of transient DFWM considered in t
paper is that the power dependence of DFWM gains sat
tion under high-power laser pump as depicted in Fig. 4. T
saturation phenomenon is essentially different from the t
oretical predictions of the steady-state theory by Abrams
Lind @1,23,24#, where IDFWM decreases with increasing las
pump intensity Ilaseras a function of 1/Ilaser. The inadequacy
of the Abrams and Lind model is due to the fact when t
optical pump rate is comparable to or faster than the mole
lar excited-state decay rate, the steady-state treatment
longer appropriate. As demonstrated in this paper, a n
steady-state effect should be introduced to deal with the n
stationary evolution of the excited-state population in tra
sient DFWM. In this work, we showed that the theoretic
power dependence of DFWM, i.e., the integral in Eq.~25!,
reaches an upper limit in the high-power laser-pump regi
Mathematically, the steady-state outcome obtained
Abrams and Lind is resulted from setting]Dr/]t in Eq. ~4!
of this paper equal to zero. This has been proved in E
~16!–~19!, where the result of steady-state theory can be
covered from our non-steady-state formula by lettingt→`.

The saturation in DFWM, resulting from the saturation
transient population in the molecular excited state, has b
emphasized by a number of authors@35–37#. However, a
phenomenological approach has been used in those pa
where the nonlinear polarization was taken as being sim
proportional to the transient population

P~ t !5P0 expH 2E
2`

t

W~ t8!dt8J . ~28!

As compared with our result, this phenomenological a
proach cannot explain the saturation behavior of DFWM
the high-power pump at the present experimental condit
Another approach studied by Meacheret al. @38# with
steady-state statistical theory has also shown the decrea
IDFWM with increasing laser pump intensity. In the lase
pulse energy scale ofWT;102, which is comparable to ou
experimental condition, Meacheret al. predicted the de-
crease of DFWM as a function of 1/Ilaser

2 The steady-state
statistical theory also disagrees with the experimental res

A recent paper by Syed, Crofts, and Damzen@39# for the
study of DFWM in saturable Ti:sapphire gain media wi
finite probe is worth noting. In their paper, they reported
fall-off DFWM efficiency with an increasing pump energy
which is different from our observation of the saturation
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55 3091POWER DEPENDENCE OF TRANSIENT DEGENERATE . . .
DFWM in I2 molecules. The DFWM experimental conditio
reported in Ref.@39# is for saturable media with finite prob
beam, whereas the probe intensity in our experiment
creases with the increasing pump energy at a fixed pro
tion. The fall-off of DFWM efficiency in the study of Ref
@39# can actually be qualitatively explained by our theo
with slight modification. By multiplying a factor of
I probe/I pump in Eq. ~25! of this paper, whereI probeis constant,
the fall-off of the DFWM power-dependence curve with i
creasing pump energy is apparently seen.

Finally, we would like to point out that the non-stead
state DFWM theory considered in the present paper is v
in the case where both laser-pulse duration and the invers
the pump rate (1/W) are much shorter than the molecul
relaxation time. To fulfill the fast pump and slow relaxatio
condition, the non-steady-state DFWM theory is more s
able for gas-phase systems than the condensed phase,
-
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hy
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-
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of
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fast relaxations usually take place. In an opposite extre
for instance at very high gas pressure or in condensed ma
the steady-state term of Eq.~19! becomes dominant and th
power dependence of DFWM can be described by
Abrams-Lind model in a satisfying way. Although in th
paper we focus our attention on the power dependenc
DFWM, the non-steady-state theory of DFWM can be us
to study the pressure dependence, polarization effect
band shape of DFWM.
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